SOCCER
PARTICIPATION FORM
DATE

TIME

TEAM
CIRCLE GENDER
BOY
GIRL
LOCATION

OPPONENT

CIRCLE DIVISION
8
6
4

COACH
Segments of Participation

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Uniform
Number

PLAYER NAME

vs.
1ST PERIOD SCORE

Please list First & Last name in numerical order.

2ND PERIOD SCORE

FINAL SCORE
SCORERS

1ST HALF

SCORERS

2ND HALF

Yellow Cards; Red Cards or description of
other incidents

OFFICIAL'S NAME _____________________________________________________ PHONE________________________
Participation Requirement
Participants are required to play a minimum of 20 minutes of each match. Each member of the team must play a minimum of one (1) complete 10minute segment during each half of the match. The first time an athlete enters the match will be counted as their ten minute segment.
Athletes may be substituted with-in/during the 10 minute segment of play as a result of the athlete being: injured or health related issues, assessed with
a red or yellow card. The athlete removed from the match will be credited with full participation of the segment. The replacement athlete will not be
marked on the participation sheet and will not receive credit for playing in that segment.
Game Management of the Participation Requirement
Coaches are to have their substitutes at the mid-field line by 20 seconds before the ten minute breaks (10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes) of each
half. If there are no substitutes present at the mid-field line by 20 seconds before the ten minute break points, the game may continue without a
stoppage in play. Substitutions will be made at a stoppage of play that occurs between 20 seconds before and 20 seconds after mark of the ten minute
break point. Both teams are required to make their substitutions, if any, during the same break in play. If after the 20 second mark the referee has not
halted play for substitutions, the coaches will signal the referee to halt play for substitutions to occur. The break for substitutions should occur without
interrupting a play in progress.
If all eligible players do not participate in their required one (1) complete 10-minute segment during each half of the game, the referee will issue an
immediate forfeit.

Guest Player Rule
Guest Players are permitted in a 6v6 game, if a team has less than 7 athletes at a match. In a 8v8 game, if a team has less than 9 athletes at a match.
In a 11v11 game, if a team has less than 12 athletes at a match.
Guest player must be reported on the participation form before the competition begins by listing the guest player’s name after all the original team’s
athletes are listed and place “GP” before the athlete's name.
The guest player(s) must meet the minimum participation requirement.

Submission of Participation Forms by Officials
Officials - Please return the completed participation card within seven (7) days of the match to 795 Russell Avenue, Akron, 44307. Or they may be faxed
to 330.535.9040 or emailed to making@ccdocle.org.

